Washington’s Birthday Country Ball on the 287th Anniversary
Sunday, February 24, 2019
Event: 1-5 pm

Performances at:
1:30 PM • 3:30 PM

Ridley & Anne Enslow on fiddle & hammered dulcimer

STEUBEN HOUSE: Dancing, Music, Exhibits & Tours

CAMPBELL-CHRISTIE HOUSE: Children’s Activities • Gift Shop • Refreshments/Tavern Fare • Music

DEMAREST HOUSE: Tours • On exhibit: see a bed Washington slept in

JERSEY DUTCH OUTKITCHEN: Open Hearth foods served at Washington’s table including Orange Chess Pie

All 3 Houses have Artifacts on Display

Children activities include: Soldier Drills, Paper Dolls & Scavenger Hunt w/ prize

Washington in 1780, the year he stayed at the Steuben House for 14 days in the Steenrapie Encampment
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